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Dutch run with drone campaign against
anti‑abortion policy Poland
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The new activism: in Poland activists use to drop a
drone to abortion pills to protest anti‑abortion
rules.
This weekend a group of activists from Germany will
use a drone to fly abortion pills to Poland. This calls
attention to the group's Polish policy against abortion. In much of
Europe is a legal abortion, except in Poland, Ireland and Malta.
The drone rises near the Polish border in Germany to land in Poland
in the town Stubice. The initiative comes from the Dutch Women on
Waves , in collaboration with a group of activists from Berlin and
Warsaw.
Inspired by Google
Attention is the main reason for the action groups for abortion pills
to fly across the border all the pills should actually reach women who
need them. According to the organizations, many women go abroad
to have an abortion or take them personally other measures. For the
drone action groups were inspired by delivery services from Google
and Amazon, which also experimenting with drones.
Read also:
More incidents of drones in the Netherlands but no injuries
by Rutger Otto , 24‑06‑2015 13:33
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